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Abstrad

Verification of a Comprehensive Tesl Ban Treaty (CTBT) will require the use
of Iegional-dislance seismic stations. One important aspect of rcgioml seismic
monitoring involves the discrimination of nuclear explosions from other sources
such as earthquakes a~d mining events (e.g. induswia.1 explosions and rmkbursts).
In Lhis paper, we review *quake/nuclear explosion discrimination studies in the
wes[em U.S. using broad-band seismic dab. These studies are important because
Lhey ~ - the Oniy ones involving nuclear explosions and other sources in a single
geoP.tysical region having excellent ground lrut.h information and a substantial
historic daubase. Additionally, be-cause of access to information from the NTS,
much can be Icarncd about the physical basis of regional discriminams. Using
mul[ivariale discrimination techniques, it was found that approximately %% of the
evenls analyzed could be correctly identified down 10 about magnitude 3.5. Mosl
of the events misidentified were worded with pcmr signal-to-noise ratio at only a
minimal number of stalions. However, a few well-recorded events were
misclassified for one or mom discriminmtts. Examples of detailed anaJysis of a
missed violalion (nuclear explosion that looks like an earthquake) and a false
alarm (na:urally occurring event that looks like an explosion) are illustrah?d.
lle~lution of anomalous events such as tiesc will be critical to (7BT monitoring.

1. Introduction

On January 25, 1994 the United Naticms Conference on Lisarma.men[ began
negotiations on a muhilateral Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). Serious
technical problems must be overcome in order to monitor a CTBT to adequam
levels on a worldwide basis. The negotiations include monitoring for clandestine
nuclear explosions undeh’ground, in the oceans, and in the almosphcrc. In this
paper, we focus cmr aucmion on tlw problem of underground nuclear explosions for
which seismic monitoring is the primary observing hxhnology, In addition 10
delccting and Iocaling events lecordcd by a seismic network, it is ncccssary to
identify them. This will require discrimination of clandestine nuclear explosions
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from oti,cr seismic sources such as eanhquakes, indusuial explosions (e.g. quarry
blasls), and olhcr mine scismicily (e.g. rockbursts and collapse evcnls).

For Iargc magnitude even~ (e.g. n:~ > 5) well-eshblishcxl kx!rniqucs such as
the M$:mb discriminam can be appli~d wilh considerable succcss (cf. OTA reporl,
1988). However, for moni~ring at lower magniwdcs necessary for a CTRT it will
be necessary to identify events with mb < 3 (cf. Hannon. 1985). The CTBT
monitoring syswm should k able to detit and identify nuekar explosions down to
a few ki !olons or less corresponding to a seismic magniwde of approximate] y 4
fully tamped or 2.5 fully decoupled. This will require the analysis of regionaf
seismograms and involves numerous technical obslaclea. Over tie last decade,
tiere have been a plctioi’, of regional discrimimt.ion studies in many different
geological scllifigs. These studies h? :? found many regional variations in
discrimination performance (Baumgar[ and Young, 1990). Additionally, when

:haraclcrizing ncw regions, ground lruth information regarding newly recorded
evcms may bc unavailable. There may be no hisloric record of nuclear explosions
upon which [c Last comparisons and the discrimination problem becomes an
exercise in oudicr detection (cf. Fisk ef al., 1993). Because of dara limitations,
mos[ discrimination smdies have nol included afl of l~e different lypes of sources
(nuclear explosions in particular) that will be cncourwmcd in monitoring a CTBT.

In this report, we summarize discrimination mdies in the weslcm U.S. Ihat
have used broadband seismic data. A review at Ihese s[uditx is implant because
Lhey arc tie only smdies involving nuclear explosions rmd olher sources in a single
geophysical region hzving excellent ground lriiti information and a substantial
hisloric database. .Additionall y, because of access to information fi-om the NTS,
much can be teamed aboul the physicaf basis OFrey: mal discriminants. We will
focus [he review on analysis of broadband seismic daL9 from :~e Live.rrnorc NTS
Network (LNN) operated by Lawrence Livcrrnore National Labor-awry. The fiml
seclion will review evaluation of discriminants di~cussed in the summary arlick of
Pomeroy e[ a/., (1982) (Taylor e[ al,, 198X. We lhen discuss recem worlc of Walter
ei al., (1994) involving amlysis of high-frequency discriminanls. The latter s[udy
has additional impcmance bxause it analzes two earthquake swarms al different
depths Iwauxf on Ac NTS which minimizes propagation effects and allows ior tie
examination of dcplh cffem. We finish wilh a discussion of two misidentified
events; a missed violation (misclassified nuclear expiosion) and a false alarm
(non-nuclear cvcn[ misclassified as a nuclear explosion). Special evenl s[udies of
oudier evcnw such as these will be crilical in CTBT monitoring.

2. Review of Existing Discriminanki at 7’TS

To explore (hc issue of regional discrimination, Taylor e( al., (1989) analyzccl
seismic siknals from a large number of western U.S. ew-thq~akcs and N rS
explosions recorded on tie LNN. The paper was based on a review of seismic
discrimination by Pomcroy ef al., (1982) who summarized [hc use of regional
seismic discriminants and concluded [hat “most have been tested onlv on limited
dah, usually from onc geographic rcgiol~ and only one or two rccor~ing slalions.
No sy~lcmalic analyses have been done 10 determine the best individual
discriminant or combination of them.” Their major conclusion shied “a systcm?lic
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and comparative evaluation of all the proposed regional discriminants is now
re@.red, utilizing a common Ma base dtived from all present-day tes[ sites. ‘flis
evah.rmion would suggesl the optimal discrimination prmedure using regioutl
waves, and would also define areas of needed research.”

In order to address the issue of regional discrimination, Taylor et al., (198?)
analyzed a large number of western United Stales earthquakes md explosions
recorded at four broadband LNN seismic stations. Twelve of me most promising
regional discriminants outlined in Pomeroy cl al., (1982) were examined. The
discriminants were evalualed by closely following the descriptions given in
previous sludies. This included filtering lhe broadband dala to simulate the
differerw instruments used in the original sludies and tiinq measmernents in the
same velocity v ‘indows and frequei.cy bands. The performance of indi}’idual
discriminanLs, a.~d the combination of discriminan~ at inciividual stations a~id the
four-ststion network were evalua[ed using a mullivariate analysis mchmque.
Subsequent work involved the application of artificial neural networks using
auenuation-correction signal spectra to discrimination (Dowla e( al., 1990).

The r%tastx for his study consisted of 233 NTS explosions and 130 Western
United States earthquakes in the magnimde range of about 2.5 to 6.5 recorded at
four broadband seismic stations operaled by Lawrence Livermore National
IAoratory (LLNL; Figure 1). The sLations surround NTS al distances of about 200
to 400 km. The propagation paths for the earthquakes range lrom approximately
17510 13(XIkm and w confined mainly to the Basin a!!d Range.

Most of the discriminants evaluated were based on the expected physical
differences between earthquakes and explosions. For example, earthquakes result
from the sudden release of stored elamic energy along a fault surface. The shearing
along the rupture surface releases & large amount of shear energ> relative to
compressional, ene:gy. Thus, the shw phases (S, Lg, Rwjleigh, and I-we) are
expected to be Iargc relative LOt.lw compressional phases (P and Pg). In ct)ntras~
a pure explosion source is a center of compression and, in thco~, releases only P
waves and Rayleigh surface waves. A lypical explosion seismogram is therefore
expected m have much more compressional energy relative to the late-arriving
shear energy.

Eanhquakes and explosions are also expcded to have different time his[ories
associated with t.hc:.renergy releases; as a result, they will radiate different s~tral
shapes. These spectral shapes are also critically dependenl on Lhe physical
properties of the near-source material and on secondary effect.s such as .spaIlation of
the surface Iaycrs above an explosion.

Figure 2 shows examples of seismograms and associated spec~a for an
earthquake and explosion of similar sizes (mb - 4.2) occurring al NTS and recorded
al the station ELK (-400 km). The earthquake is characterized by strong, late-
arriving surface waves Utal are pool Iy developed for the explosion. This is the basis
of the Mb - Us discriminan[: for an earthquake and an explosion of similar Mb. the
earthquake will generally have a greater hf5. Spectral differences are also
observed between [he two sources, Although tie low frequency spectral levels are
similar, tic earthquake is characterized by more high-frequency energy than the
explosion.

Twelve regional discriminanls from Pomcroy e[ al., (1982) were selected that
appeared LOhav; promising discrimination po~en[ial. These can be divided inlo
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three broad categories: long-period timcdomain ampliludcs, shofi-period limc-
domain amplitudes, and spm.ral ratios. The long-~riod amplitudes usc he ratios
of lhe surface-wave 10 body-wave amplimles and include both measurements of
Love and Rayleigh waves and of higher mode surface waves. The sho~-paiod
discriminanLs consiu of amplilude ratios of Lheprominent regional Phases (such as
Lg LOPg). The spwral rauos were generally f&med by comparing he fqwncy
contcm in different frequency bands for a given phase.

x

Figure 1. Map of lhc western United Slates showing earthquakes, NTS,
and locations of four broadband seismic sutions used in tie smdy of
Taylor et al., (1989).
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Figwe 2. Examples of seismograms and sp.mra from an wthquake and a
nuclear explosion ~i similar sizes (mb - 4.2) bo~h Occurnng on NTS and
rex arded at the stalion ELK (-400 km). Note that the large, late-arriving
surfa~c waves from the eahquake are ~rly developed for tie explosion
(al’hojgh the relative amplitudes for tie odwr phases are simi!a.r); his is the
basis of the rnb MS discriminant. Lg spczwa from the seis nograms shown in
lower portion of figure. Note the existence of more high fr”xpency energy for
the earthquake r:lative LOLhe explosion; this is the basis of the spectral-ratio
disc~iminant.

The onw times of Pn, Pg and Lg were measured by an ana!vsl and were used

to define meamcment windows for certain discriminams. Thus, a total Gf 144
measurements (based on J6 variables per smtion x 4 slmions) was possible for
each event, However, because of problems such as weak signals, recording or
processing errors, and CmLionunavailability, none of ~he events has a complete set
of reliable measurements.

Examples of discnminants averaged for Lhe four-suuion network are illuswated
in Figure 3. Two of LheploLs in Figure 3 illustrate Lhe perfommnce of long-period
Jiscriminants, comparing the rekuivc energy of Love and Rayleigh waves 10 body
waves. A.s discussed above, an ~a,rthquake source is expectea 10 generate more
shmr energy than an explosion source. In theory, a pure compressional source does
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ml genexale Love waves. However, explosions can cause the release of stored
elastic energy in the Earth’s crusL and m= urable Love waves are often obsemd.

+11, ,., .,, ,.l
4 a 8

1- .+L-+U-J
2 8

Figure 3. Discrimination plots and decision line for western U.S. earthquakes
(open squares) and NTS uclear explosions (asterisks). mb -MS is shown in
upper left, Love wave energy in lower lef~ Lg/Pg amplimdc ratio (upper
righl), and the 1 to 2 Hz znd 6 to 8 Hz Lg spectral ratio in the lower right
[= Taylor ef al., (i989) for deuils].

In general the perfmrnance of the long-period discriminants was quite good.
However, small magnimde cve,lls do not efficiently generam long-period surface
waves, and signal-to-noise ratios are oflen quile poor. For [he mb - MS
discriminant, it was often not possible 10 obmin wave measurements from
explosions for frequencies <0.1 Hz for mb <3.5 to 4.0. In ccnel, earthquake MS
values were obtincd (or mb values down to about 2.5, This difference in lower MS
thresholds for earthquakes than for explosions could conceivably be used to
discrimina~e be[wecn the two Populations at low magnitudes (using negative
evidence).

The mb - MS discriminanl was extended to smaller magnitudes by calculating
the scalar seismic momem, M~, (Paiton and Walter, 1993; Woods e[ al., 1993).
The seismic momenl is an improveti method for estimating low-frequency
amplitude levels and when plotted versus m b results i,l improved
earthquake/explosion separation for mb <4. However, the MO determination is
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model dependen~ and an assumplior? mus[ be made regarding event lYP (e.g.
dcvtiotic versus isotropic) and depth from which Green’s [unctions can b
calculated.

An example of a short-period time-domain discriminanl (Lg/PP amplitude
ratio) is illustrated in Figure 3. This discriminant basieaily compare-s he short-
period ratio of shear and eompressicmal energy; earthquake sources are expcted to
produce a highex ratio than explosions. The data show that there is a tendemey for
the rm.io to b higher for eimhquakes hn for explosions, IMJIthe scatter in the
rne.amtrements is high, particularly for the earthquakes, and the results are
lnCrXISiSML The resulls from this discriminant are typic-al of many of rhe short-
@.od diseri.minants. As will be discussed below, more ream studies by Walter el
al., (1994) show that the Lg/Pg discriminam performs si~ificantly better when
eanputed at higher frequency (6 -8 Hz).

The short-period regional phases propagate efficiently, and the signal-l-noise
ratios are generally good resulting in many measurements. However, the mlure d
the genemtion and propagation of many o: these regional phases is quite complex.
It has been clearly documented from Mh observational ad tharetical studier that
complex crustal struetu.re has a dramatic el~ecl on regional phases. The Ieng-,penod
surface waves have longer wavelengths (-30-80 km) m Lg and l’g and ter~ LO
smooth out tk effects of vebci[y hetemgenei[y. In contrast, Lg and Pg waves have

shorter wavele@s (4-6 km) and can lx domimted by scattering effeets resulting
in very cOrnplieated signaWres.

An example of an Lg spectral ratio discriminant is shown in Figure 3. This
discrirninant was computed as part of a follow-on pil~[ study motivated by Murphy
and Bennett (1982) (Taylor e[ al., 19S8) and was applied to 72 earthquakes and 64
explosions. The i-2 106-8 Hz spectral ratio was computed for each of the three
phases (Pn, I’g, and Lg). The sparal ratio di=rimin~l app=s m ~ ~ good ~
any of the discriminm[s tested on narrow band rwording syslems. particularly at
low magnitudes. The apparent success of lhis discriminant is based on the
observation that earthquakes p:oduce more high frequency energy than the
explosions for magnitudes Iess than -4.5 m 5.5. As discussed above, the long-
~riod discriminmts show good separation between earthquake and explosion
populations. bul the measurements are difficult to make at low magnitudes. Iti
contrast, the spectral ralio discriminanl is easy 10 measure and involves only a
simple distance corm-clicm. Our studies showed tia[ a few of the explosions were
characterized by low speetral ratios and were consistently misclassified. These
explosions were found to be “overburied’’(i.e., they were delomted at depths greata
than necessary for containment).

Subsequent studies have shown thal the spectral ratio may be affected by
spallation of the surface layers shove the explosion (Taylor and Randall, 1989) or
by material effects close 10 the explosion (Taylor and Denny, 1991). Span is
defined as the paiting of near-surface layers above a buried explosion. It is thought
to be caused by the tensile failure that is the resuh of the interaction of an upgoing
compressional wave with a downgoing tensile wave reflwed from the free surftwe.
The spalled surface layers are semi in[o ballistic free fall and eventually impact
with the earth. The resull is an energy increase in tie 0.2-2 Hz frequency band.
Thus, it was suggesled lhal lhc signals from cxplosicms delona[ai at normal
containment deplhs are conmminaled by span end hqve a higher spectral ralio.
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Subsequently, Taylor and Denny, ( 1991) posmlu[cd tha( nca.r-source nonlinezu
material effeas caused he difiercnce in spearal ralms for everns in differenl
mdia at a given yield. Basically, explosions dc[ona[cd in weak, porous rak are
observd to be deficiem in high-fr~ucncy energy rckuive to those irt high-stnngti.
saturated rocks. Thus, tie spectral shape appars to be an indicator of near+xmrcc
~ proper&s and Taylor and Dowla (199 I) used this fact to kwtwr constrain
yield estimates of NTS explosions.

Mom rezent work using s~ual ratios bawecn normal-depth anc ovex-burial
NTS explosions has indicated a more complicated secondary source affecting the
exciuwion of Lg waves from explosions (Pallon and Taylor, 1954). 11 was
suggested that the sumdary source is reprewmed by a compensate linear veclor
dipole (CLVD), and Lg is generated by near-source scat[cring of Rg waves into
Lurdywakes that become trap~ ihl the crusl.

The misclassifiaion performance of individual discriminanls generally ranges
from a few ~rcem to a maximum of 40% al individual stauols and 10 25% when
ne4work averages are used. (These misclassification percentages onl y apply to
those events for which measurements could lx obtained and ge.ncrally rcpresem 50-
75% of the LOUIavailable data.)

21 MULTIVARIATE DISCRIMINATION

To reduce misclassification probabilities, wc combined certain discriminants.
For example, the mb - MS discriminam works well [or mb >4, and the spectral
ralio discriminant is effective al low magnimdcs. Stanchrd multivariate
classifkation techruques can be used 10 define a discrimination funclion that
combinss the discriminants in an oplimum fashion, thereby reducing
misf ‘iassification p,obabilitics.

We invcs~igated t-he utility of the multivariatc discrimination technique at each
of the individual stations and for lhc four-station nelwork. For each event, the
measured discrimination parameters can be thought of as forming a vector pinting
to a locat.kn in multidimensional hyperspace. The dimension of the hyperspace is
defined by the number of parameters measured for a particular event. The
multivariate analysis is used 10 compule a discriminan[ function (hal defines a
surface providing the maximum separation belwccn tic earthquake and explosion
populations (Figure 4j. For example, the four discriminants in Figure 3 form a four-
elernent vtxtor that identifies a point in a four-dimensional hyWrspace.

It is n~essary to transfom the measurcmcn~ into variables that are. insensitive
to magnitude, path, or fealures of the nuclear lCS[program. For example, Mb is not
acceptable as a discrimination paramcler, but mb - MS is. If we had chosen only
earthquakes with Mb <4 and explosions with mb >4, then it would appear that any
new, low magnitude event would be an earthquake. In reality, this apparent
separation is an su-dfac: of our data selection prmess, and i[ would be possible to
detonate an explosion with I?Ib <4 tha[ wou!d be misclassified on the basis of
magnitude alone. However, mb - MS provides a measure of the lmdy-wa~e to
surface-wave amplitude ra[io (with appropriate distance corrections) and has a
fundamental physical basis for scpara[ing earthquakes and explosions.
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Figure 4. Examples of di(fcrent decision lines based on different choices of
prior probabilities of meurmnce and misclassifi~tion costs applied to the mb
- MS discriminaru (W text for details).

The mult.ivariale discrimination function takes into account ( 1) the a priori
probability that a recorded event is an tan.hquake or an explosion and (2) the costs
associated with misclassification. In monitoring a CTBT, most events rworded by
an in-country network are expecled to be earthquakes or industrial explosions;
therefore, the a priori probability of observing an explosion would be sa at some
small r,umber. The misclassification costs depd wholly on political judgments.
This is illustrate in Figure 4 for the mb -MS discriminant. The decision lines PX
are controlled by the producl C(QIX)P(X), where P(X) is the a prwri probability dust
a recorded evenl is an explosion, and C(Q IX) is the COS1associated with
misclassifying an explosion as art eanhquake. In a CI’BT contex[, P(X) would lx
expected to lx a low value. Thus, PX 0.998 indicates a high cost associated with
misclassifying an explosion [C(QIX) large]. T’his results in numerous false alarms.
PX 0.002 indicates a high cost associated wilh misclassifying an earthquake
[C(XIQ) large]. This results in many misidentified explosions (missed violations).
PX 0.5 is the line that best separates both populations, e.g., C(QIX) = C(XIQ) and
P(X) = P(Q). It is common to assume equal prior probabilities and equal
misclassification costs (PX 0.5), which result in minimizing the average estimated
misclassification probabilities.
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Applying lhe mull.ivaria~ uhnique LOindividual stations for tic tmire da’M
w-l shows midassification rates ranging from 3. !0% for explosions and 4-26% for
earthquakes. MultiStation discrimination slmws midassification probabilities of O-
2% for explosions and of 34% for eanhquakes.

A breakdown of IIWmi~lassificat,ion probabiliks as a function of mb is shown

in Figure 5 fcu lhe individual stations and he nclwotk. ~ plm show lhaL
. M.isclassifieakn mea are gcnem.lly highs ftx ~ <4
. Highs misclassifimtion rams are *ed for earthquakes Lhan for explosions.
. Signifiiam differences in discrimination capability are okwrved baweem M

four Slalions
The hightx misdassifim.ion raies for k low magnitude events may be due LO

porw signal-lo-noise ratios, pmlicularly for tie long-period measuremerms, which
WP~ lo Perform so well (Figure 3). ParI of his problem may be h, in
general, low magnilude events had fewer usable measurements on which to base a
classification. The higher misclassification mes for eanltquakes are probably due
10 lheir having a wider variely of propagation paths, disuwes, deph, and source
mechanisms. Because all of tie explosions were from tie same region, it was
difficult to separate out complications du can be auributexl 10 the source or LO
propagation. If Lhese explosions had been more widely disIribuWi over Ihe western
U.S., more variability in tie explosion da~ se: might have been observed and
discrimination performance might have ban degraded.

22 HIGH-FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATION

The above described work has rtxenl.ly been extended by Walter e( al., (1994)
to include higher frequency P-wave to S-wave phase mtios and Lg - coda spectral
rmios. The chwaset consisted of 130 NTS nuclear explosions, a 1 kilolon chemical
explosion (tie Non-Proliferation Experiment, NPE; Denny and Zucca, 1993) and 50
e.anhquakes. lmportandy, mow of tie earthquakes occurred as two sequences on
lhe NTS so lhat pati effects could be minimized. For bolh sequences, aftershock
surveys were conducled so good information was available regarding hxations,
deptis, and focal mechanisms. The magnimde 5.7 Little Skull Mounlain
earthquake occurred in June 1992 and was followed by numerous aftershocks
occurring tetween 6 and 12 km depth (Wailer, 1993). The data analysis
concenuawl on tie LNN s~tions MNV and KNB since l.he Landers, Califomti
earthquake (lhal occurred [he day before tie Littie Skull Moun~in ear~quake)

knocked OU1 tie LAC station and ELK was operating only inlermiltendy during tie
summer of 1992. In Lhe spring of 1993 arid 1994 a series of earthquakes having
magnitude less tin 3.8 occurred in Rock Valley approximately 10-20 km wulheast
of rhe Liule Skull Moumain wquence iii unusually shallow deptis.

Exar@es of high frw,ueficY (0-8 Hz) Pn/Lg and Pg/Lg specb ‘.1mtios and Lg-

cda spaual ratio [(1-2)/(6-8) Hz] are shown in Figure 6. Otier frequency bands
were examined and allhough using wider spaced frequency bands appeared 10
provide beuer separation, signal to noise limitations reswicted the number of
evenls. The Lg-coda spcclral ratio appeared 10 have slightly improvul pformance
over the direct Lg spectial ralio because of reduced interstation variability
(Mayeda, 1993).
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Figure 5. Probabdilies for misclassifying an explosion as an earthquake - a
missed violation (lop) and an earthquake as an explosion - a false alarm
(bottom) from muhivariaie analysis of weslern U.S. earthquakes and NTS
explosions.

A number of interesting features can be observed on tic discrimination plol.s in
Figure 6. Boti LhePn/Lg and Pg/Lg ralios show no strong rnagnitudc dependence.
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Significant diffcrcnccs in smuon performance were observul belwt%n KNB anti
MNV. Shallow events showed higher ratios at KNB for both P/Lg discriminanls. In
general, the Pfl/Lg worked better at MYV and tie Pg/Lg worked belter at KNB.
Walter e[ al., (1994) divided dre explosion population inm two groups based on a
combination of gas-filled porosily (GP) and swcngth (eslimaled by the product
p a2). The Pg/Lg ratio appears 10 sho v a strong dependence on near-source
material proprlics with the low GP - high slrength malerials having larger ratios
(beucr separation from carlhquakes). Additionally, for the Pn/Lg ratio, the shallow
earthquakes halve higher ratios (mainly due 10 Iligh values at KNB) and plol wiLh
the explosions. No such effect is observed for Pg/Lg.

d I I I

. Y 4 3 i

MIJCoda)
--i’’’ i’’’’’’’’’’”

Iil&’adt) ‘ ‘

Figure 6. Examples of MNV-KNB averaged discriminants for NTS
explosions and earthquakes Irom Wahcr el al., (1994). Explosions separated
on basis of wrcngth and gas-filled porosity (GP) and Non Proliferation
Experiment (NPE). Pn /Lg (upper Icfl); f’g /Lg (lower left); Lg-coda
spxlrai ra(io (upper righl); combined (lower right).

lle 1-2/6-8 Hz spcclral ratios for the Lg coda is shown in the upper right hand
comer of Figure 6 and WCobserved patterns arc similar to those observed by Taylor
e{ al., (1988). A swong magnimde dcpendcncc is observed hat is presumably due
to comer frequency scaling (Taylor and Denny, 1991). Additionally, the high gas
porosity - low strcng(h materials have (hc highcsl Lg spcclral ratios and show bemcr
sepamlion from the earthquakes.
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Because of Lhe different dependencies of the discriminanls or, malcrial
properties Lhey could be effectively combined to reduce the number of
misclassifications. Figure 6 shows the combined Pn/Lg , Pg/Lg , and L.g ccda
sp.ctral ratio where excellenl discrimination is observed Wween rhe explosions
and tue normal depth earthquakes. The only two misclassified everus were lwo of
the shallow Rock Valley earthquakes resulting in a false alarm rate of 6%
(earthquakes classified as explosions) and no missed violations (explosions
classified as earthquakes).

3. Analysis of Misclassified Events

In monitoring a CTBT, particular attention must be paid 10 evenls that arc
misclassified. Misclassified events fall into two groups: 1) missed violations (e.g.
nuclear explosions that look like e.arlhquakcs) artd 2) false alarms (e.g. namrally
occurring events that look l~ke nuclear explosions). Both have imporlaru
implications for nuclear test ban moniuxing. Obvioucly, missed violations imply
that some nation is not concurring with the nuclear tesl ban treaty and is
undertaking a clandestine test program. False alarms are an important issue
because they can result in a raising of regional tensions bctwemi neighboring
prolifcrant nations. It is important that the CTBT monitoring nclwork is able to
detit clandestine nuclear explosions (or al least act as a major detcrrenl to a
nation wishing to evade the uealy) and to resolve false alarms. Boll, types of
evenls will require special event studies. In the following, ~:e show examples of
lwo special evcni soldies (a missed violation and a false alarl n) usinq evems from
k sludy of Taylor el al., (1989).

Understanding why anomalous events are anomalous is importam buause wc
can use this inlorrnation to identify opportunities for evasion. The most importanl
question is:

Wcs an evenl misclassified because of some factor Ihat can be controlled by Ihe
counlry conducing the lesl?

If the answer is yes, this fac(or provides an cppcmunity for evasion. A classic
example of such a factor is cas’ily decoupling during which the amplitudes of
seismic waves from an explosion detonated in a large cavity (such as a sail dome)
can be reduced by a faclor of -70. Detailed analysis of anomalous evenls identified
in our study has led to an improved understanding of explosion source physics and
the generation of seismic waves, It is im~rtant to focus analysis on low magnitude
LWenLs (mi~ c 4), which pose tic mosl difficulties.

3.1 MISSED VIOLATION

The study (Taylor ef al,, 1988) of spectral discriminants showed good separation
down to at Ierst mb = 3.5. However, a few explosions conspicuously piot[cd Iowcr
in the ~rtiquakc population (Figure 3). Two of lhesc three explosions were
overburied (i .c., they were detonated at depths greater thali neccssarv for
conlainmcnt) and were characterized by 4 higher frqucncy content than normally
buried explosions.
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One explosion, QUESO, was not significantly ovcrburied but showed a low
speed mtio. We noticed rhat a large (-S64 m3) funnel-shaped region filled witi
unconsolidated wd existed direaly above the QUESO dcumation point (Figure 7),
To determine if this region could have affected the seismic sigmls, we compared
he QUESO signals with those from a nearby explosion, PERA, of similar si= and
burial depth (Taylor and Rambo, 1989). Comparison of the spectra from
acmlerometex records mken 90 m from tt,s explosions show remarkable similarities
to those at 4CKIkm (Figure 8). This indicates that the spectral characteristics from
explosion sources are established al very close ranges.

Our modeling suggests that the anomalous region above QUESO may have
parrially decoupled tie upgoing enqy resulting in a rduction cf low frequency
spectral levels. Additmnally. the unconsolidated sand and voids above QUESO
strongly attenuated tie outgoing shock wave, therefore reducing tie energy
available for pore collapse and tie fracturing of surrounding rack. This, in turn,
resultd in the radiation of more impulsive, shorler-duration waveforms thal
produced a less-rapid high frequency specrral decay. These two effrxts resulted in
a lower spectral ratio for QUESO.
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Figure 8. &g displacement specrra al LLNL station ELK (distance -400 km)
for PERA and QUESO (upper Iefl) compared with close-in displacement
specua (lower left) from emplacemem hole gages (-90 m). PERNQUESO
spedr~l ratios at ELK and emplacement hole gages are compared al I.he
right. Close similarity of the two spearal ratios suggesr.s that spectral
charxterislics arc cslablishcd very close to tie source.

3,? F~SE ALARM

For CTBT research, much aucntion is paid 10 the study of chemical mining
explosions. The Iargc number of mining explosions can cause problems for any
monitoring systcm. Much of the concern Ovc- mining regions is that they can
plWide the cover for hiding a decoupled nuclear explosion, Mining operations are
often cha-acterizcd by high seismicily rates and can provide the cover for
excavating voids for decoupling. Chemical explosions (seemingly as part of
normal roil, ing activities) can be used to complicate the signals from a
simultaneous decoupled nuclear explosion. Numerical simulations suggest hat it
may be possible to mask a 0.05 kt fully tamped (or 1.5 to 5.0 kt fully decoupled)
nuclear explosion in a 1 kt ripple-fired quarry blast (Barker and McLaughlin, 1992).
Similarly, Smith (1992) found that a single explosion (fully tamped) could be
detcctcd if its size cxcccds about 10% the size of a simultaneous ripple-fire
explosion, This suggcsls that it may be possible to mask a 0.5 kt d~coupled nuclear
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explosion in a 50 ton mine blast (assuming a fzclor of 100 decoupling). Thus, most
concern about mines has dealt wi h tie issue of missed violations to a tesl hart
treaty.

In the smdy of Taylor (1994), the problem of fa!se alarms associatd with
mining activities was raised. False alarms are an importam issue because they can
result in a ~aising of regional mnsions bctwem neighboring pro’ifemnt nations. An
example of a false alarm was the ‘.pril 28, 1991 event located near rhe Pakistan-
Indian border. The Pakistanis originally thought it was located near the Indian test
site and its location was ultimately resolved through the use of additional seismic
data from opem stations (TumbJll, 1993).

As part of the discrimination study of Taylor ef al. (1989), one earthquake was
consistently classified as an e:.plosion. The magnimdc 3.5 dismroance occurred on
May 14, 1981 (MAY 14S1) and was conspicuous in its lack of Love waves, relative
lack of I’tigh-frquency energy, low LglPg ratio, and high mb - Ms. Additionally, a
momenl-tensor solution by Pauon and Zitndl (1991) indicated the event had a large
implosional component. The event occurred in the Gen@ Mountain coal mining
region in the eastern Wasatch Plateau, in central Utah (Figure l). Previous
mimwarthquake studies in the region have demons~atcd the existence of numerous
small implosional events associated witi tie mining activities. For comparison, a
nearby “normal” teclonic earthquake of A4L 4.2 that occurred on May 24, 1980
(MAY2480) 93 km m the northwest of MAY1481 was analyzed. The MAY2480
event was also processed as par-t of the discrimination sludy and comedy classified
as an earthquake.

Figure 9 compares KNB seismograms from the MAY2480 and MAY1481
events with the NTS ATRISCO collapse and the NTS nuclear explosion PERA. AII
of the events are of similar magnilude and distance range from KNB and show
some interesting similarities and differences. First, the MAY2480 event shows a
much higher fraquency content, bcucr dcvclopexi Lg and Rayleigh waves, ad
shorter coda than MAY1481. The MAY1481 event is characterized by a narrow
band, long reverkating wave train witi fcw well-defined PMSCS except Pn ~.d P8-

lntereslingly, the MAY1481 event is more comparable in appearance to the
ATRISCO collapse Wan the earthquake or the nuclear explosion.

Contact was made wilh the mini:’g engineers at U.S. Fuel Company who
operale the Gcnlry Mountain mine. Although (hey do not keep records, they did
vividly remember a major collapse that occurrcxl on May 14, 1981. They had
restarted mining in some old workings and were having a very difficuh time with
collapses and estimated that the room size thal collapsed could have been as large
as 150 m on a side. U:; ng [hc thickness of the coal scam and the size of the room,
Taylor (1994) estimated that the collapse could have caused an event of the size of
that observed for MAY1481.

Using group velocity dispersion from the MAY2480 event, a velocity model
was derived from the source region 10 the KNB station that gave reasonable
appearing synthetic seismograms given the double-couple source medmnism and
+cpth of Pat[on and Zandl (1991). An equivalent elastic point-source
representation was used to model the MAY 148 I event as a tabular excavation
collapse. The model consisicd of lwo terms: a vertical force representing the
detachment, free fall, and ii,~pacl of the ceiling malerial, and a vcrlical moment
related to the mass transfer from ceiling (o floor (sehc~latically illustrated in Figure
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10). The time function convolved wifi tie vcrlical ‘poinl-force response is a
modification of tie spali time function of D~y cl af., (1983) and Stump (1985). The
coliapse time function is also i’lustmhxl in Figure 10.

1
I I 1 ‘1’ I 1 ‘ —’----’a

Time(s)

Figure 9. Comparison of broadband seismograms al slalion KNB for four
differenl evenls. From the Lop; MAY2480, MAY1481, ATRISCO collapse
(from NTS), and NTS nuclear explosion PERA. The epicenl.d disrance for
each evenl 10 KNB is labeled in parcmheses.

The firsl ption of the rime funclion represent-s the detachment of Ihe ceiling
and rebound cf the region around the excavation during fr~ fall of tie ceiling
material. The second portion represents the subsequent impacl. The model is
construclcxl such I.M momentum is conserved. The time between rhe initiation and
impact is derived from simple ballistics and l.hc whole funclion is smoothed to
reprcsenl finite time duration (as suggc.wd by Slump, 1985).

Sim+le energy considerations basal on lhe maenitudc for tic MAY 148 I event
suggest Ihal collapsed mass was approximately 2.8 x 1~ Kg for a 4 m coal seam.
Once the vcrlical poim-force and \-&rlical dipde Green’s functions are compumd
forward modeling was used to oblain a dl, ‘CL eslimale of the collapsed mass.
Since the coal seam was 4 m [hick, tic time bclween initiation of collapse and
impact was sel to be 1 second and a smoolhing operalor of 0.4 second was used.
The mass was adjusmd until a reasonable malch was obmined for tie Rayieigh
waves. A mass of 7.0 x lC$ Kg provided a reasonable match in amplitude and
observed and calculated waveforms are shown in Figure 11. For tic broadband
seismograms, lhc ovcridl characteristics are also matched quite well including the
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arnplitudcs. The long reverberating wave ~ain is presumably duc [o [hc shallow
depth of the source (200 r.j and he rcsulmt energy being mapped in tic low-
vclwily near-surface layers. Thus, the collapse model gencrales seismograms Ihal
w- 10 mawh tic CLW al KNB quile well.

I 1
I I COLLAPSE TIME FUNCilON

Time (s)

{ I
AFTER

Figure 10. Schematic showing (he model used LOsimulate Lhe tabular
excavation collapse. The figure on tie upper Icfl shows the room prior 10
collapse. The Iowcr left figure shows tic collapse and Lhc various dipoles
and shear couples. 11is assumed lhat tie shear couples cancel. The right
figure shows the collapse time function used in tie modeling (W text for
delails).

The modeling performed above is very simple and non unique. If the
discr~mimtion database and tie abundant information about tic Gentry Mountain
rninir.g acclivities were nol available, the MAY 1481 evcm would probably remain
unresolved. Thus, [his study poinlcd out tie importance of having high-qualily
broadband seismic da~, discrimination calibration data, and information on mining
activities from regions being monitored.

4.0 Conclusions

We have rcvicwul a number of discrimination sludics performed in the weslern
U.S. using broad band regional seismic data, These studies arc imparum because
they represent the only large discrimination studies involving a large number of
nuclear explosions and eartiquakcs in a single geophysical region. Additionally,
excellent ground trmh information is available for the NTS explosions ti,al allow for
the dctcrminalion of (he physical basis of the rcg~nnal discriminanls. 7 his
information is critical for evalutiting tic potcnlial of various regional discriminanls
in ncw regions to be monitored under a CTBT from which no explosion information
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is availdde. 11’te CTBT monitoring mtwnrk will have to have
identifying clandestine nuclear explosions while minimizing
a~arrns. Resolution of faLe alarms will he an imporLanl asperl

and will involve special event studies. As shown from two

a high probability of
the nurnbew of false
of ~BT monitoring
examples of special

event studies. it WIII be necessary to have high-qr.wlity, broad band seismic data,
and a significant database of ground trulh information (e.g. sehrnic data from
Icrwwn everws and information regarding the source of anomalous seismicily). The
cdkcticm of this infonma~on will tx an ongoing process ones the CTBT monitoring
ktwork i.! established.
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Figure 1J. Comparison of calculauxl and observed seismograms at station
KPB for the MAY 1481 event using the collapse model described in the texl
and showri in Figure 10. Top two uaces and bottom two traces are low-pass
filtered a! 5 Hz and 0.1 Hz, respectively.
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